2004 sequoia

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Sequoia owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Brakes can be hard to depress at times like going from manual to power". Dealer informs us it is
due to ABS module failure. ABS non-functional while light is on during travel. Chronic
problem". The dealer had trouble tracking it down and ended up replacing almost everything
inthe brake system - had to negotiate price since they replaced things that weren't necessary in
the end". Cable must be much larger diameter which will stop this FAIL. Intentional design
defficiency". We are lucky to get 30, on a set of brakes. The Tahoe, on the other went over ,
miles before being replaced. Tahoe front brakes last k. Called Toyota National, they towed the
car to service and completely fixed what went wrong. I was going down a hill and brake pedal
went to the floor. Had lost all fluid in lnes. Scary but no one hurt. Not sure if service failure or
part. Not sure how they get that way". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. It needs to be locked manually. This was a common failure on this model and should have
been a recall due to weak plastic parts. The design should be changed. Problem caused by the
use of plastic instead of metal in the main latch mechanism. Also cable assembly-to-latch is
under sized which guarantees failure. Window motors are also under sized all these things
guarantee service departments large earnings. This is unacceptable!!! Even though it was fixed,
some glass remained in slide area that could not be removed. Then the control to open and
close it stopped working. I am on my third latch, and have been told that as you lift the tailgate
make sure not to lift the door touching the latch because this is what causes it to break. The
problem is the latch is in the handle so it is difficult to not have your hand on the latch. Toyota
took care of the problem". Hatch would not open". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I
replace the ball joint myself. Now driving again. It seemed to happen after a repair from a factory
recall to replace the front right lower ball joint". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling ,
loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I pulled it off and threw it away. It is held in
place by plastic body clips and a single bolt which is attached to the plastic by seating in a
plastic hole and held in place usually only temporarily by means of having a rough exterior on
the bolt that is supposed to grab the plastic. If only those materials expanded and contracted at
the same rate when temperatures change, it might work better. Which is probably broken and
the reason that the garnish attachment is also broken as a result of its constant need for
removal to facilitate handle replacement. The handle's plastic catch level should be made of
sturdier material and current replacements most certainly could be made to correct this
problem, but are not. A broken handle leaves the door inoperable as their is no internal method
of releasing the latch without removing the body panel on the door. The roof rack has faded.
Plastic trim fades, door and window paint peels off from the chrome molding, clear coat turns
chalks in various areas on the car. Had to have painted". One year it was fine couple years later
it isn't safe anymore. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. I had it removed and replaced it with an aftermarket system. CD in
player will not eject". Have replaced it 3 times thus far". Replacement's from Toyota are WAY
over priced, only options is repair each or after market replacements. Hundreds of on-line posts
can be found with other people with these speaker issues. The larger front door panel speakers
have a tendency to crack, split or otherwise wear out. They are very expensive to replace see
"unique" and because of size and mounting design there a no easy after market replacements.
Replacements require custom made mounting brackets. Since it's a speaker "system" the
tweeters are mounted in the door posts while the main speakers and woofers are in the door
panels. If you're going to replace the speakers you might as well replace the entire system in
order to ensure a balanced system that sounds right, including the speakers in the back
doorway panels, while adding a power amp. Poor system design Too expensive to repair or
replace have had several estimates so I do without listening to a rattling speaker. Very
expensive to replace, and no way to disable the sensors. It was an after market system
purchased when our original ones were stolen. Now check engine light for California emissions
standards comes on periodically. VERY expensive to fix". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and

related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Dealer replaced twice under
warranty however, this problem is a defect Toyota doesn't want to admit". Just started at ,
miles, this month May For example, the light showing that the car is in Drive no longer works.
Not a big deal. Normal wear. Water intrusion causes bearings to fail. There are tons of 1st Gen
Sequoias with this issue. It happens about 2x year. Jolts forward". Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. I researched the issue and it appears to be a common
problem on Sequoias and Tundras around this model and above Just after the warranty run out.
I was able to replace the e". Replaced it at the dealership". Toyota dealer cannot find the leak".
Dealer cannot find source of leak. Occurs whenever there is heavy rain. Dealer recommendation
is to "start replacing seals and gaskets until it stops". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Actually the engine was fine there was a problem with the thermostat".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Toyota Sequoia Change Vehicle. The Sequoia is a rational but uninspired vehicle. It's roomy and
quiet, the powertrain is refined and it has good brakes. The power-retracting rear window is a
nice touch, too. But handling is ungainly and the ride quality is not very comfortable. Side- and
curtain-airbags were made standard beginning with the model year. There are 8 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Brakes can be hard to depress at times like going from manual to power"
Olivia W. The dealer had trouble tracking it down and ended up replacing almost everything
inthe brake system - had to negotiate price since they replaced things that weren't necessary in
the end" Anonymous, Toyota Sequoia Limited 4. Intentional design defficiency" Jimmy M. Not
sure how they get that way" Joseph N. Locks and latches "Rear liftgate handle broke, required
body shop repair due to inability to access the mechanism. It seemed to happen after a repair
from a factory recall to replace the front right lower ball joint" David L. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "The rubber trim on the passenger door around the window separated from the frame.
CD player "6 Disc CD-changer stopped working. Have replaced it 3 times thus far" Francis C.
Emission control devices includes EGR "the price to replace the emission system is more or
equal to the worth of the vehicle per dealership " Anonymous, ME Toyota Sequoia Limited 4.
Dealer replaced twice under warranty however, this problem is a defect Toyota doesn't want to
admit" Anonymous, NC Toyota Sequoia Limited 4. Jolts forward" Olivia W. Catalytic converter
"The check engine light came on showing an issue with teh Catalyst. Gear selector or linkage
"The shifter on the steering column came loose. Thermostat "Recently my guage indicated my
engine was running very hot. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. GMC
Yukon. Toyota Sequoia. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems
overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems
reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal
fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Read
Recall Details. These vehicles had their driver or passenger frontal air bag inflators previously
replaced under a prior recall using inflators of the same design. The inflators may explode due
to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to high absolute humidity,
temperature and temperature cycling. What should you do:. Toyota will notify owners.
Depending on the vehicle model, dealers will replace the front driver inflator, front passenger

airbag inflator, the airbag assembly, or the front passenger airbag sub-assembly and inflator.
The recall began November 20, Owners may contact Toyota customer service at or Lexus
customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. These vehicles are
equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the passenger frontal air bag
modules used as original equipment or replacement equipment. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the passenger frontal air bag, these inflators may explode due to
propellant degradation. Toyota will notify the Toyota and Lexus owners. General Motors will
notify the Pontiac Vibe owners. Depending on the vehicle model, dealers will replace the front
passenger air bag inflator with an alternate inflator, or replace the air bag assembly that
includes an alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall began January 23, Owners may contact
Toyota customer service at , Lexus customer service at or Pontiac customer service at Note:
This recall includes vehicles that have had their air bag previously replaced under an earlier air
bag campaign. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the passenger's frontal air
bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments striking the vehicle occupants potentially
resulting in serious injury or death. On June 16, Toyota expanded the recall to cover an
additional , vehicles, including certain model year Lexus SC, Toyota Sequoia, Toyota Corolla
Matrix, Toyota Corolla, Pontiac Vibe, and Toyota Tundra vehicles, as well the vehicles covered
by the May 13, notification in the portions of Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Texas that were not previously included. The inflators in the front passenger air bags are
susceptible to rupture in the event of a crash necessitating the deployment of the front
passenger air bag. Toyota will notify their owners. Pontiac Vibe owners will be notified by GM.
Dealers will replace the passenger side front air bag, free of charge. Owners may contact Toyota
customer service at Toyota began the recall on July 13, Pontiac Vibe owners may contact GM at
GM began the recall on June 29, For vehicles located in the U. On June 16, , Toyota expanded
the recall to include an additional 1,, vehicles, including model year and Sequoia, Tundra,
Corolla, Corolla Matrix, Pontiac Vibe and Lexus SC vehicles. This is to address a safety defect in
the passenger side frontal air bag inflator which may produce excessive internal pressure
causing the inflator to rupture upon deployment of the air bag. This recall addresses both the
passenger side frontal air bags that were originally installed in the vehicles, as well as
replacement air bags that may have been installed as replacement service parts. A replacement
air bag may have been installed, as one example, if a vehicle had been in a crash necessitating
the replacement of the passenger side frontal air bag. Dealers will replace the front passenger
air bag. The recall began on July 13, Toyota owners may contact Toyota customer service at
Pontiac owners may call Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. We wound
up choosing '07 Outback instead. An appointment was available the day we called. Staff and
owners were courteous, efficient, and helpful. Paperwork was handled timely. Vehicle pricing
was fair, enabling people like us who either do not have a lot of money or are too old to
responsibly sign long term notes, to have transportation that is low emissions vehicle. I would
gladly recommend these folks as treating us like they would like to be treated. Excellent service.
Amy was extremely helpful. Told them something wasnt working and they fixed it immediately.
Filled my tank and I drovw off with a new truck. Responsive and ready to do business. They had
the van ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So,
drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. He was nice just has the car
listed as a S model and its a LE and asked him what the best cash price he answer find another
car same year same miles he will match it that's impossible lol , Cash is not easy to come buy
these day with the virus and everything. Dealers seem to want you to take out a loan so they
can make more money did not buy but if you want to take out a loan his prices is fair. Quick
response. Vehicle was bought before I could get there but staff was nice and helpful. Very
helpful and quickly responded to my questions Just not able to negotiate a better deal for
myself. Excellent service and knowledgeable staff. Couriious and no hard sell. Transaction did
not take long at all and I was driving out the car I wanted. Great fair price and smooth
transaction. I will do business with this dealership for my next unused vehicle. Didn't have the
car, tried to sell me another. Was not interested. Instited upon another vehicle relentlessly.
Worthy staff, worthless dealership, would never return. Terrible location as well. All the cars are
junk, and some aren't even there even though they are listed on car gurus. Gave me weaseley
excuse of some recitation of Ohio state laws forbidding buying a vehicle from out of state. Gave
up and moved on. Shameful and unprofessional. Salesman never left his chair. Handed me the
key. Car battery was dead. Made no effort to get it started for me. Pretty much a waste of a two
hour drive there and a two hour ride home. Car wasn't well maintained and needed lots of

attention. Avoid this dealer! At the end of a lease, I had been on the hunt for an Xterra to own
and these guys made it happen. Met with Bill - super friendly and easy to deal with - and owner
William. Great guys who worked to give me a great deal. After wrapping up our business, they
even helped me return my lease. Worth the trip! William contacted me in a timely manner and
was very responsive to questions I had. When the vehicle I initially inquired about was sold very
quickly he let me know he had another one for me to look at and held it until I could get there to
check it out. I live an hour away and it was worth the drive and the time , I was able to make the
deal. Great guys! Go see Max, and take him a red bull! Got a great deal and everything was
super easy See them today! Big Al. Great communication! They got back to me right away when
I asked a question. The car I was looking at didn't have what I was looking for. But thank you for
getting back to me. Very nice folks, I bought my PT Cruiser from them. It was a smooth
transaction and they were very helpful and I'm loving my "new" car. Thank you guys! The
Toyota Sequoia changed very little from the previous year, with the addition of some new
standard equipment being the only changes. The base model saw amenities like rear-seat
climate control become standard, while all Limiteds got a moon roof. The Sequoia is available in
two trims, the SR5 and the Limited. The Limited is the more luxurious version, with leather
seating, front and rear air conditioning, and an upgraded stereo. Both share a 4. Drivers of the
Toyota Sequoia love the way it looks and handles. They also like the comfortable seats and the
versatility all the different rear-seat configurations offer. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Sequoia listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Oscar. Visalia, CA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? While the Sequoia is not great on gas
mileage, it has by far been the most reliable vehicle I've owned. I bought a SR5 brand new and
kept the oil changed. It still starts instantly like it did over 10 years ago. I've taken my teenage
boys and their teammates to tournaments, and everybody sat comfortably with enough cargo
space for luggage and soccer backpacks. I have replaced the battery, shocks ,struts, and
brakes. I have never replaced the timing belt, and it has almost , miles on it. I have had 3 drivers
run into me while sitting still and this vehicle has kept me safe. My DVD player has never been
great from day one. The movies get stuck in the player. The radio volume button has stopped
working properly. The motor of the back window wiper has died. Neither Toyota or the
dealership notified me of the ball bearing recall. Thank God I wasn't traveling at a high speed
when mine broke. The arm rest is broken and the seat cushion has torn on the driver's seat. I've
owned Chevy, Ford, Nissan, and Infiniti. The Toyota has given me fewer problems and better
performance than all of them. It had 92, on it and is in pristine condition. We've had a , mile
service done which included bumper to bumper service and the vehicle continues to drive like
new. It was purchased as a replacement for our Toyota 4-runner with k on it was totaled by a
friend. The Sequoia has more than we will ever need in a vehicle and we've taken two out of
state trips with it. It has the room, the comfort and the separate temperature zones is something
that definitely comes in handy. Our conclusion, we won't buy anything else. Other than the less
than desirable fuel economy, its a great vehicle. I bought this used in Aug. I LOVE it! The
leather's still in great condition. My 04 Sequoia was terrific. Not only does it looks great, it
performs excellent. In I had a serious accident in this car. I walked away with only a seat belt
burn on my neck. The Hway patrol said he never seen anyone servive such an accident. My
insurance gv me 15k for my lost which proves it holds its value. Everything going along OK. Did
have a damaged rear hatch when I tried to close it and didn't see a suitcase handle sticking up.
Had to get a used hatch, hinges, etc, plus the paint-job. So be careful and be sure nothing is in
the way upper when closing the hatch. Nice, SAFE vehicle. Have owned nothing but Toyotas,
from a Corolla to the Sequoia. Bought it to pull an enclosed trailer when needed. Wife fell in love
with it. It also recently was recalled for the faulty passenger airbag. Put about 25K miles on it,
and it did have an intermittent check-engine light on it - for evap issue i think. Usually got 15
MPG with it, 13 or so when pulling the trailer. As high as Vehicle was rear-ended recently probably a good thing we were driving this or could have had serious injuries. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sequoia. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. My

first SUV! Love it! Items per page:. Write a review See all Sequoias for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Sequoia. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best
of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And
this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Look no further! This Sequoia Limited with just , is all you have
ever wanted in a pre-loved vehicle! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. Easy Financing Available! We look forward to serving you! Military welcome!! Price is
advertised as a cash transaction, financing fees may apply, all credit scores welcome!! Friendly
staff here to help you with our wholesale prices to the public. Straight forward approach keeps
our customers coming back again and again!! You will not be disappointed with our service. We
offer a 5 year extended warranty. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! You
can also call us at Quebedeaux Buick GMC has been open and serving our community for over
60 years and we stand behind our service to our customers and our community. Dallas Autos
Direct is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design In their original
incarnation, SUVs were chiefly owned by folks who valued utility above sport. Not anymore! A
Toyota with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This Sequoia SR5 was gently driven and it
shows. The Toyota exterior is finished in a breathtaking Silver Sky Metallic, while being
complemented by such a gorgeous Light Charcoal interior. This color combination is stunning
and absolutely beautiful! A truly breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement
Finance available with applicable fees. The Sequoia runs and drives great! This is a 4X4 dream!
Cold AC, good tires, 2nd owner, tow package, Please come for test drive. We've only recently
received this vehicle, and it's currently undergoing a rigorous inspection process to ensure that
only the best, hand-picked vehicles are allowed on our lot. If you hurry, you can see it before
anyone else - schedule your test drive today! All vehicles come with a vehicle history report. PL
Offer is valid through Only , Miles! This Toyota Sequoia boasts a Gas V8 4. Warning lights-inc:
seat belt, air bag, door ajar, battery, oil pressure, brake, check engine, low fuel, Vehicle skid
control VSC , Variable intermittent front wipers. This Toyota Sequoia 4dr 4dr SR5. It is equipped
with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle is White with a Other interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic
Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. Check Availability. New Listing. No accidents. Title issue. Price Drop.
Close Larry H. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Love My Reliable Soccer
Taxi. While the Sequoia is not great on gas mileage, it has by far been the most reliable vehicle
I've owned. I bought a SR5 brand new and kept the oil changed. It still starts instantly like it did
over 10 years ago. I've taken my teenage boys and their teammates to tournaments, and
everybody sat comfortably with enough cargo space for luggage and soccer backpacks. I have
replaced the battery, shocks ,struts, and brakes. I have never replaced the timing belt, and it has
almost , miles on it. I have had 3 drivers run into me while sitting still and this vehicle has kept
me safe. My DVD player has never been great from day one. The movies get stuck in the player.
The radio volume button has stopped working properly. The motor of the back window wiper
has died. Neither Toyota or the dealership notified me of the ball bearing recall. Thank God I
wasn't traveling at a high speed when mine broke. The arm rest is broken and the seat cushion
has torn on the driver's seat. I've owned Chevy, Ford, Nissan, and Infiniti. The Toyota has given
me fewer problems and better performance than all of them. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

